
Positive Status

Positive status is measured in traits, of three different types:

● Abiding Status: You get this from holding a position within the Anarch Revolt.  A position usually
provides either two or three abiding status traits.  You can only hold the abiding status traits from one
position at a time.  Elected positions last only until the start of the next Muster.

● Innate Status: This is part of an intrinsic quality possessed by a vampire, usually a Merit.  You can have
and use all Innate Status you are entitled to.

● Fleeting Status: This recognises notable deeds and achievements lauded by the Anarch Revolt. You can get
this either by another character expending a Status Trait to give it to you; popular acclaim; or by
Storyteller fiat.  You can have a maximum of 5 fleeting status at any time.  You can have multiple copies of
the same Fleeting status so long as they come from different sources.

Positive status traits have two mechanics, a passive mechanic and a spent mechanic, shown on the card you
received when you gained the status trait. You benefit from the passive mechanic of any and all status traits you
currently possess, except duplicates (where you only get the passive benefit once per trait).

You can expend a simple action and a status trait to invoke its spent mechanic with a public announcement,
getting the benefit immediately.  If you do so, you no longer receive the passive bonus.  If you spend an abiding
or innate status trait, it will refresh on the following night and you benefit from the passive effect again.  If a
fleeting status trait is spent, it does not return.

All status traits associated with a Cainite are innately known and understood by all other Anarchs. For each dot
of the Leadership skill a vampire possesses, they can learn the details of another vampire’s specific status trait,
once per night, including how they got it and why.



Status Bans and Negative Status

Those who behave in opposition to the Revolt’s ideals and standards are limited in their ability to socially
advance, in two key ways.  First of all is the status ban.

o Lesser Status Ban: your maximum fleeting status is reduced to 3.  This automatically affects anyone
who is known to Blood Bond others (including ghouls), or who does not have any boons registered
with the Reckoners.  This also affects Banu Haqim who are not members of an Affinity, and anyone
with the negative status trait Green.

o Greater Status Ban: your maximum fleeting status is reduced to 1.  This automatically affects Anarchs
(excluding Banu Haqim) who are not members of an Affinity, and anyone with the negative status
trait Failure.

Negative status traits are always well-known to other Anarchs.  A character with any negative status traits must
wear a ribbon) provided by us for each negative status trait they possess.  Any player can ask to learn the
specific negative status traits a character possesses, and must receive an OC truthful answer.

Negative status is gained by another character using the passive or spent mechanic of one of their positive
status traits.  It cannot be given by Storyteller fiat.  Each negative status places a censure, or a restriction, on
the character who possesses the trait. These prohibitions are not magical or supernaturally enforced; they are
social restrictions that the character is expected to obey for the period they holds this negative status. If a sect
officer discovers that a character is in violation of a censure, the censured character suffers the penalties
assigned by the trait’s mechanical systems.

Unless removed, negative status lasts for a period of time specific to each status. The character (or Storyteller)
who levied the negative status trait in the first place can remove it for free; other characters can also remove
negative status by expending certain specific status traits.


